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,is paper presents a new approach for the coordinated design of a power system stabilizer- (PSS-) and static VAR compensator-
(SVC-) based stabilizer. For this purpose, the design problem is considered as an optimization problem, while the decision
variables are the controllers’ parameters.,is paper proposes an effective optimization algorithm based on a rat swarm optimizer,
namely, adaptive rat swarm optimization (ARSO), for solving complex optimization problems as well as coordinated design of
controllers. In the proposed ARSO, instead of a random initial population, the algorithm starts the search process with fitter
solutions using the concept of the opposite number. In addition, in each iteration of the optimization, the new algorithm replaces
the worst solution with its opposite or a random part of the best solution to avoid getting trapped in local optima and increase the
global search ability of the algorithm. ,e performance of the new ARSO is investigated using a set of benchmark test functions,
and the results are compared with those of the standard RSO and some other methods from the literature. In addition, a case study
from the literature is considered to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed ARSO for coordinated design of controllers in a power
system. PSSs and additional SVC controllers are being considered to demonstrate the feasibility of the new technique. ,e
numerical investigations show that the new approach may provide better optimal damping and outperform previous methods.

1. Introduction

,e stability of power systems has become an important area
of study, and this is mostly due to the integration of power
systems. As a result, more advanced control equipment and
stronger protection schemes have been added to the power
system to increase stability. ,e electromechanical oscilla-
tions, which can be classified into interarea and local modes,
are observed in the power system following the unbalance
between mechanical and electrical torques at the synchro-
nous generator, caused by the variation of power system

topology or loads [1]. When these low-frequency oscillations
(LFOs) are poorly damped, the generator rotor shaft and the
power transfers are highly affected. ,e reliability and se-
curity of a power system are highly affected by these os-
cillations [2].

To face these adverse phenomena, power system stabi-
lizers (PSSs) have long been used to improve power system
stability and enhance system damping of oscillation modes.
,ese stabilizers are employed to add damping torque to the
generator rotor oscillations derived from speed, frequency,
or power of the generator where it is connected [3, 4].
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Unfortunately, some weakness is encountered in the
damping of interarea oscillations, and other solutions need
to be involved. In recent years, power electronic-based
flexible AC transmission system (FACTS) controllers, which
are based on power electronics, have been considered as
efficient alternative solutions [5]. Generally, FACTS devices
have been employed for handling different power system
control problems [6, 7]. In other words, they can increase
power transfer capability and improve power system sta-
bility and controllability. However, the combination of PSSs
and FACTS devices in the same network has raised a new
problem in terms of coordination between these regulators.
Indeed, it is essential to ensure that there is a good coor-
dination between these devices in a way that their actions are
not negative in view of the security of the network.

One of the well-known shunt FACTS devices, named
static VAR compensator (SVC), is considered a competent
device to provide adequate damping of the LFOs in modern
power systems after the apparition of disturbances [8]. It also
has the capability of regulating bus voltage at its terminals by
injecting controllable reactive power into the power network
through the bus where it is connected. In the last few years,
many research studies have proposed design techniques for
SVC devices to enhance power system stability. Further-
more, other proprieties of the power system can be im-
proved, such as dynamic control of power flow, steady-state
stability limits, and damping of electromechanical oscilla-
tions [9]. Uncoordinated design between SVC and PSS
causes the system to become unstable. ,erefore, stability
and damping modes are essential to optimal coordinated
design between PSS- and SVC-based controllers. A com-
prehensive study of the PSS and SVC controllers when
applied in a coordinated manner and also separately has
been conducted in [10].

,e problem of designing the power system controller’s
parameters is formulated as a nondifferentiable, large-scale
nonlinear problem. ,is optimization problem is hard to
solve by employing traditional optimization techniques such
as sequential quadratic programming (SQP) techniques due
to their high sensitivity to the initial point [11]. Furthermore,
these methods require a long time in the convergence
process. To overcome the drawbacks mentioned earlier,
intelligent techniques are involved in real-life engineering
problems, including power system stability [12–14]. Most of
this research has been focused on the coordinated design of
SVC and PSS controllers. For coordinated design of power
system controllers, a large number of such algorithms have
recently been offered, including Teaching-Learning Algo-
rithm (TLA) [15], Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO)
[16], Brainstorm Optimization Algorithm (BOA) [17],
Coyote Optimization Algorithm (COA) [18], ant colony
optimization (ACO) [19], bat algorithm (BAT) [20], bee
colony algorithm (BCA) [11], Genetic Algorithm (GA) [21],
particle swarm optimization (PSO) [22], flower pollination
algorithm (FPA) [23], gravitational search algorithm (GSA)
[24, 25], sine-cosine algorithm (SCA) [26], grey wolf opti-
mizer (GWO) [27], firefly algorithm (FA) [28], Differential
Evolution (DE) [29], Biogeography-Based Optimization

(BBO) [30], Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm [31], Harmony
Search (HS) [32], Seeker Optimization Algorithm (SOA)
[33], Imperialist Competitive Algorithm (ICA) [34], Harris
Hawk Optimization (HHO) [35], Sperm Swarm Optimi-
zation (SSO) [36], Tabu Search (TS) [37], Simulated
Annealing [38], Multi-Verse Optimizer (MVO) [39], Moth-
Flame Optimization (MFO) [40], and collective decision
optimization (CDO) [41]. Although metaheuristic algo-
rithms could provide relatively satisfactory results, no al-
gorithm could provide superior performance than others in
solving all optimizing problems. ,erefore, several studies
have been conducted to improve the performance and ef-
ficiency of the original metaheuristic algorithms in some
ways and apply them for a specific purpose [42–51].

One of the most recent bioinspired population-created
metaheuristic algorithms for complex optimization prob-
lems is the rat swarm optimizer (RSO) [52]. ,e RSO al-
gorithm mimics the following and attacking performances
of rats in nature. Like the other population-based tech-
niques, RSO, without any information about the solution,
utilizes random initialization to generate the candidate.
Compared to the other metaheuristics, RSO possesses sev-
eral advantages. It has a very simple structure and a fast
convergence rate and can be easily understood and utilized.

However, like other metaheuristic algorithms, RSO
commonly suffers from getting trapped in local minima
when the objective function is complex and includes a
rather large number of variables. ,is paper presents an
effective modification to overcome the mentioned weak-
nesses in the algorithm. In the proposed ARSO, both the
initial random solutions and their opposites are evaluated
in the first iteration of the algorithm, and if the opposite
solution’s fitness is lower than the random one, the op-
posite solution will be selected. As a result, the algorithm
begins with better solutions instead of random ones.
Furthermore, the new algorithm replaces the worst solu-
tion with a better one at each iteration to improve the
algorithm’s exploration capabilities as well as its perfor-
mance and convergence rate. To authenticate the robust-
ness of the suggested ARSO, a set of benchmark functions
from the literature are employed. ,e numerical findings
reveal that the ARSO converges faster and significantly
outperforms the RSO and some well-known optimization
algorithms. In addition, the performance and efficiency of
the new method are investigated through numerical ex-
periments with the oscillation damping controller. ,e
numerical analyses are applied on a case study system by
designing a PSS and SVC controller. Simulation results
confirm the advantage of the ARSO algorithm in design
controllers.

,e rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the optimization problem formulation and the
model of a power system. Rat swarm optimization is
explained in Section 3. Section 4 contains the presentation of
the proposed optimization technique. Model verification is
presented in Section 5. A discussion of simulation results is
presented in Section 6. Finally, the study’s conclusions and
future work are summarized in Section 7.
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2. Optimization Problem Formulation

,e general form of a constraint optimization problem can
be expressed mathematically as follows:

minimizef(X)

subject togi(X)≤ 0, i � 1, 2, . . . , p

hj(X)≤ 0, j � 1, 2, . . . , m

X
L ≤X≤X

U
,

(1)

where X is an n-dimensional vector of design variables, f(X)
is the fitness function which returns a scalar value to be
minimized, and g(X) and h(X) are inequality and equality
constraints, respectively. XL and XU are the boundary
constraints. Many optimization methods have been devel-
oped over the last few decades. Metaheuristics are a new
generation of optimization methods that are proposed to
solve complex problems.

2.1. Power SystemModel. ,e standard modeling for power
systems is based on a set of nonlinear differential algebraic
calculations, which are as follows:

_X � f(X · U), (2)

where x � [δ,ω, Eq, Efd] is the state variable vector and u �

[uPSS, usvc] is the input control parameter vector. ,e linear
equation with PSS and SVC controllers is obtained by the
following equation:

_X � AX + BU. (3)

At a certain operating point, both A and B are evaluated.
,e goal of the optimum design is to put the state matrix
modes on the left side.

2.1.1. PSS Structure. ,e phase lag between the exciter input
and machine electrical torque is compensated by PSS. An
additional stabilizing signal is presented through the exci-
tation system to achieve this goal. PSS generates the nec-
essary torque on the machine’s rotor. ,e additional
stabilizing signal and the speed are proportional. As shown
in Figure 1, this stabilizer style consists of a dynamic
compensator and a washout filter. ,e washout filter, which
is primarily a high-pass filter, will remove the mean com-
ponent of PSS’s output. In general, the constant value of time
can be anywhere between 0.5 and 20 seconds.

2.1.2. SVC-Based Damping Controller Model. Figure 2
shows the SVC structure in this study, which is a fixed
capacitor thyristor-controlled reactor.,e firing angle varies
between 90 and 180 degrees depending on the capacitor
voltage [53].

Figure 3 shows an SVC-based damping controller that
acts as a lead-lag compensator and consists of two stages of
the lead-lag compensator, a signal-washout block, and a gain
block. SVC has the following dynamic equation:

_BSVC �
Ks B

ref
SVC − uSVC  − BSVC 

Ts

. (4)

2.2. Problem Formulation. In the suggested technique, the
optimum parameters are obtained under various operating
conditions and disturbances. First, an appropriate objective
function should be presented for tuning design. In this
research, ARSO is employed to better optimize synthesis
and find the global optimum extent of the fitness function.
A multiobjective function according to the damping ratio
and damping factor is considered to enhance the damping
of the modes, and the objective function is obtained as
follows [54]:
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F(X) � F1 + αF2 � 
σi≥σ0

σ0 − σi( 
2

+ α 
ξi≥ξ0

ξ0 − ξi( 
2
,

(5)

where σi and ζi are the damping factor and the damping ratio
of the ith mode, respectively. ,e weighting parameter (α) is
used to combine both objective functions simultaneously.
,e effect of the objective function is shown in Figure 4. ,e
objective function and constrained optimization problem
can be described by the following equation for various
loading conditions:

MinimizeF(X)

subject toK
min
i ≤Ki ≤K

max
i

T
min
ji ≤Tji ≤T

max
ji

j � 1, . . . , 4.

(6)

,e gain (K) and time constants (T) of controllers are
defined by ARSO. In most previous works, the washout time
constant for both PSS and SVC controllers is TWi � 10 s. ,e
decision variables’ typical ranges are [1–100] for Ki and
[0.01–1.5] for T1i to T4i.

3. Rat Swarm Optimization (RSO)

Rat Swarm Optimization (RSO) is a novel metaheuristic
algorithm that is inspired by the following and attacking
behaviors of rats [52]. Rats are regional animals that live in
swarms of both males and females. Rats’ performance is very
aggressive in many cases, which may result in the death of
some animals. In this approach, the following and aggressive
actions of rats are mathematically modelled to perform
optimization [52]. Similar to the other population-based
optimization techniques, the rat swarm optimizer starts with
a set of random solutions which represent the rat’s position
in the search space. ,is random set is evaluated repeatedly
by an objective function and improved based on the fol-
lowing and aggressive behaviors of rats. In the original
version of the RSO technique, the initial positions of eligible
solutions (rats’ positions) are determined randomly in the
search space as follows:

xi � ximin + rand × ximax − ximin( , i � 1, 2, . . . , N, (7)

where ximin and ximax are the lower and upper bounds for the
ith variable, respectively, andN is the total number of agents.
Generally, rats are following the bait in a group through their
social painful behavior. Mathematically, to describe this
performance of rats, it is assumed that the greatest search
agent has the knowledge of bait placement. ,erefore, the
other search agents can inform their locations with respect to
the greatest search agent obtained until now. ,e following
equation has been suggested to present the attacking process
of rats using bait and produce the updated next position of
rats [52]:

P
→

i(x + 1) � P
→

r(x) − P
→

, (8)

where P
→

i(x + 1) defines the updated positions of ith rats
and P

→
r(x) is the best optimal solution found so far. In the

abovementioned equation, P
→

can be obtained using the
following equation:

P
→

� A × P
→

i(x) + C × P
→

r(x) − P
→

i(x) , (9)

where P
→

i(x) defines the positions of ith rats, and parameters
A and C are calculated as follows:

A � R − x ×
R

Itermax
 , x � 1, 2, 3, . . . , Itermax, (10)

C � 2 × rand. (11)

Here, the parameter R is a random number [1, 5], and C
is a random number between [0, 2] [52]. x is the current
iteration of the optimization process and Itermax is the
maximum number of iterations. Equation (8) updates the
locations of search agents and saves the best solution. ,e
pseudocode of the RSO is presented in Algorithm 1.

4. Adaptive Rat Swarm Optimization (ARSO)

Even though the performance of RSO to obtain the global
optima is better than that of other evolutionary algorithms
such as Moth-Flame Optimization (MFO), Grey Wolf
Optimizer (GWO), and Gravitational Search Algorithm
(GSA) [52], the algorithm may face some trouble in finding
better results by exploring complex functions.

To increase the performance and efficiency of RSO, this
research introduces an adaptive version of the algorithm
using the idea of opposition-based learning (OBL). As
mentioned before, RSO, as a member of population-based
optimization algorithm, starts with a set of initial solutions
and tries to improve performance toward the best solution.
In the absence of a priori knowledge about the solution, the
random initialization method is used to generate candidate
solutions (initial rats’ position) based on equation (7).
Obviously, the performance and convergence speed are
directly related to the distance between the initial solutions
and the best solution. In other words, the algorithm has
better performance if the randomly generated solutions have
a lower value of the objective function. According to this
idea and in order to improve the convergence speed and
chance of finding the global optima of the standard RSO, this
paper proposes an adaptive version of the algorithm
(ARSO). In the new ARSO, in the first iteration of the al-
gorithm, after generating the initial random solutions (i.e.,

ξ i ≥ ξ 0

ξ 0

σ i ≤ σ 0

σ0

I mg

Real

Figure 4: D-shaped area for modes.
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the rats’ positions) using equation (7), the opposite positions
of each solution will be generated based on the concept of the
opposite number. To describe the new population initiali-
zation, it is necessary to define the concept of the opposite
number. Let us consider N-dimensional vector X as follows:

X � x1, x2, . . . , xN( , (12)

where xi ∈ [ximin, ximax]. ,en, the opposite point of xi,
which denoted by xi, is defined by

xi � ximax − ximin(  − xi , i � 1, 2, . . . , N. (13)

To apply the concept of the opposite number in the
population initialization of the ARSO, we consider xi be a
randomly generated solution in the N-dimensional problem
space (i.e., candidate solution). For this random solution, its
opposite will be generated using equation (13) and denoted by
xi.,en, both solutions (i.e., xi and xi) will be evaluated by the
objective function f (·). ,erefore, if f(xi) is better than f (xi)
(i.e., f(xi)<f(xi)), the agent xi will be replaced by xi;
otherwise, we continue with xi. Hence, in the first iteration,
the initial solution and its opposite are evaluated simulta-
neously to continue with better (fitter) starting agents.

Although the ARSO is capable of outperforming the
standard algorithm in terms of efficiency, it still suffers from
the problem of becoming trapped in local optima and is not
suitable for highly complex problems. In other words,
during the search process, occasionally, some agents fall into
a local minimum and do not move for several iterations. To
overcome these weaknesses and to increase the exploration
and search capability, in the proposed ARSO, at each iter-
ation, the worst solution yielding the largest fitness value (in
minimization problems) will be replaced by a new solution
according to the following equation:

xworst �
rand1 × P

→
r(x), if rand3 ≤ 0.5,

ximax − ximin(  − xi , if rand3 > 0.5,

⎧⎨

⎩ (14)

where xworst is the solution with the maximum value of the
objective function and rand1, rand2, and rand3 are random

numbers between 0 and 1. ,e new approach exchanges the
position vector of a least ranked rat with its opposite or based
on the best solution found so far ( P

→
r(x)) in each gener-

ation. ,is process tries to modify the result, by keeping
diversity in the population, and explores new regions across
the problem search space.

In summary, the two phases of the proposed ARSO
algorithm are implemented as follows: first, the initial
random solutions and their opposites are generated, and
then, these solutions are evaluated according to the objective
function to start the algorithm with fitter (better) solutions.
Second, the population updating phase is conducted by
updating the current solutions, and then, these solutions are
evaluated again to replace the worst solution with a new one.
,e pseudocode of the proposed ARSO is presented in
Algorithm 2.

5. Model Verification

In this section, the effectiveness verification of the proposed
method will be investigated. For this aim, the performance of
ARSO is compared with the standard version of the algo-
rithm as well as some well-known metaheuristic algorithms
on a collection of benchmark test functions from the lit-
erature [55, 56]. ,ese are all minimization problems that
can be used to assess the robustness and search efficiency of
new optimization algorithms. Tables 1 and 2 show the
mathematical formulation and features of these test
functions.

,e results and performance of the proposed ARSO are
compared with those of the original RSO and other well-
established optimization algorithms, including Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) [57], Moth-Flame Optimization
(MFO) [58], and Multi-Verse Optimizer (MVO) [59]. For
both ARSO and RSO, the size of solutions (N) andmaximum
iteration number (Itermax) are considered equal to 50 and
1000, respectively. Because metaheuristic approaches are
stochastic, the findings of a single runmay be erroneous, and
the algorithms may find better or worse solutions than those

Define algorithm parameters: N, Itermax
For i� 1 to N//generate initial population
Initialize the rats’ position, xi, using equation (7)//algorithm process

Initialize parameters A, C, and R
Calculate the fitness value of each search agent
P
→

r ←best search agent
While x < Itermax //rats’ movement
For i� 1 to N
Update parameters A and C by equations (10) and (11)
Update the positions of search agents using equation (8)
Calculate the fitness value of each search agent
If the search agent goes beyond the boundary limits adjust it

End for
Update best agent P

→
r

t� t+ 1
End while

ALGORITHM 1: Rat swarm optimization.
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previously found. As a result, statistical analysis should be
used to make a fair comparison and evaluate the algorithms’
effectiveness. In order to address this issue, 30 separate runs
are conducted for the specified algorithms, and the mean
and standard deviation of the results are calculated and
presented in Tables 3 and 4.

As derived from the results of Tables 3 and 4, the per-
formance of ARSO on both unimodal and multimodal
functions outperforms the standard version of the algorithm
and other methods significantly. ,e better mean values
show that ARSO performs better than RSO and proves the
effectiveness of the modification. In addition, the standard

Define algorithm parameters: N, Itermax
For i� 1 to N//generate initial population
Initialize the rats’ position, xi, using equation (7)
Evaluate opposite of rats’ position, xi, based on equation (13)

If f(xi)<f(xi)

Replace xi with xi

End if
End for//algorithm process
Initialize parameters A, C, and R
Calculate the fitness value of each search agent
P
→

r ←best search agent
While x < Itermax //rats’ movement
For i� 1 to N

Update parameters A and C by equations (10) and (11)
Update the positions of search agents using equation (8)
Calculate the fitness value of each search agent
If the search agent goes beyond the boundary limits adjust it

End for
Change the worst agent with a new one using equation (14)
Update best agent P

→
r

t� t+ 1
End while

ALGORITHM 2: Adaptive rat swarm optimization.

Table 2: Description of multimodal benchmark functions.

Function Range fmin
n

(dim)

F7(X) � 
n
i�1 −xi sin(

���
|xi|


) [−500, 500]n 428.9829× n 30

F8(X) � 
n
i�1[x2

i − 10 cos(2πxi) + 10] [−5.12, 5.12]n 0 30

F9(X) � −20 exp(−0.2
�����������
(1/n) 

n
i�1 x2

i


) − exp((1/n) 

n
i�1 cos(2πxi)) + 20 + e [−32, 32]n 0 30

F10(X) � (1/4000) 
n
i�1 x2

i − 
n
i�1 cos(xi/

�
i

√
) + 1 [−600, 600]n 0 30

F11(X) � (π/n) 10 sin(πy1) + 
n−1
i�1 (yi − 1)2[1 + 10 sin2(πyi+1)] + (yn − 1)2 

+ 
n
i�1 u(xi · 10 · 100 · 4)yi � 1 + (xi+4/4) u(xi · a · k · m) �

k(xi − a)
m

xi > a

0 a< xi < a

k(−xi − a)
m

xi < − a

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩

[−50, 50]n 0 30

F12(X) � 0.1 sin2(3πx1) + 
n
i�1 (xi − 1)2[1 + sin2(3πxi + 1)] + (xn − 1)2[1 + sin2(2πxn)] 

+ 
n
i�1 u(xi · 5 · 100 · 4)

[−50, 50]n 0 30

Table 1: Description of unimodal benchmark functions.

Function Range fmin n (dim)

F1(X) � 
n
i�1 x2

i [−100, 100]n 0 30
F2(X) � 

n
i�1 |xi| + 

n
i�1 |xi| [−10, 10]n 0 30

F3(X) � 
n
i�1 (

j
j�1 xj)

2 [−100, 100]n 0 30
F4(X) � maxi |xi|, 1≤ i≤ n  [−100, 100]n 0 30
F5(X) � 

n−1
i�1 [100(xi+1 − x2

i )2 + (xi − 1)2] [−30, 30]n 0 30
F6(X) � 

n
i�1 ix4

i + random[0.1) [−1.28, 1.28]n 0 30
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deviations of the results by ARSO in 30 independent runs for
most functions are smaller than those calculated using RSO
and other techniques, which shows the additional stability of
the suggested method.

In addition, the convergence progress curves of ARSO
for benchmark test functions are compared to those of RSO,
PSO, MFO, and MVO in Figure 5. ,e curves are plotted
against the iteration count, which is in the hundreds.
According to the graphs, the ARSO outperforms other al-
gorithms in all cases. Because of its effective modifications,
the curves of test functions show that ARSO is capable of
thoroughly exploring the search space and identifying the
most promising region in fewer iterations.

6. Practical Applications

A four-machine, two-area study system, shown in Figure 6,
is considered for the damping control design. Each area
consists of two generator units. All generators are equipped
with simple exciters and have the same parameters. ,e
rating of each generator is 900 MVA and 20 kV. Each of the
units is connected through transformers to the 230 kV
transmission line. ,ere is a power transfer of 400MW from
area 1 to area 2. Each synchronous generator of the mul-
timachine power system is simulated using a third-order
model. ,e detailed bus data, line data, and the dynamic

characteristics for the machines, exciters, and loads are given
in [23]. ,e loads are modelled as constant impedances. On
the basis of participation factors [24], two PSSs are installed
in generators 1 and 3. ,e dynamics of the machines are
given in Appendix A. ,e desirable parameters of PSS and
SVC controllers will be obtained using the ARSO modelled
[53]. ,e proposed controllers’ performance is evaluated
using two different loading conditions. Table 5 shows two
operating conditions for evaluating the performance of the
proposed controllers.

Table 6 presents the achieved controller parameters by
ARSO and RSO. In addition, the system close-loop eigen-
value and minimum damping coefficient are reported in
Table 7 for both methods. By computing the eigenvalues of
the linearized system model, it is found that the system has
four interarea modes. It demonstrates that applying the
ARSO method is an effective approach to increase the global
searching capability and improve performance stability.

A three-phase fault of 100ms duration in the middle of
one of the transmission lines linking buses 7 and 8 is used to
demonstrate the effectiveness and resilience of the proposed
controller’s performance under transient conditions. ,e
responses of the suggested controllers are compared to the
responses of the PSS and SVC damping controller individual
designs to evaluate the performance of the proposed si-
multaneous design technique. Figures 7 and 8 depict interarea

Table 3: Comparison of different methods in solving unimodal test functions in Table 1.

Function Statistics ARSO RSO PSO MFO MVO

F1
Mean 0.00E+ 00 6.09E− 32 4.98E− 09 3.15E− 04 2.81E− 01
Std 0.00E+ 00 5.67E− 35 1.40E− 08 5.99E− 04 1.11E− 01

F2
Mean 0.00E+ 00 0.00E + 00 7.29E− 04 3.71E+ 01 3.96E− 01
Std 0.00E+ 00 0.00E + 00 1.84E− 03 2.16E+ 01 1.41E− 01

F3
Mean 0.00E+ 00 1.10E− 18 1.40E+ 01 4.42E+ 03 4.31E+ 01
Std 0.00E+ 00 4.47E− 19 7.13E+ 00 3.71E+ 03 8.97E+ 00

F4
Mean 0.00E+ 00 4.67E− 07 6.00E− 01 6.70E+ 01 8.80E− 01
Std 0.00E+ 00 1.96E− 08 1.72E− 01 1.06E+ 01 2.50E− 01

F5
Mean 4.71 E− 03 6.13E+ 00 4.93E+ 01 3.50E+ 03 1.18E+ 02
Std 0.00E+ 00 7.97E− 01 3.89E+ 01 3.98E+ 03 1.43E+ 02

F6
Mean 6.32E− 07 9.49E− 06 6.92E− 02 3.22E− 01 2.02E− 02
Std 4.75E− 07 1.83E− 05 2.87E− 02 2.93E− 01 7.43E− 03

Table 4: Comparison of different methods in solving multimodal test functions in Table 2.

Function Statistics ARSO RSO PSO MFO MVO

F7
Mean −1.25E + 04 −8.57E+ 03 −6.01E+ 03 −8.04E+ 03 −6.92E+ 03
Std 2.60E + 00 4.23E+ 02 1.30E+ 03 8.80E+ 02 9.19E+ 02

F8
Mean 0.00E + 00 1.57E+ 02 4.72E+ 01 1.63E+ 02 1.01E+ 02
Std 0.00E + 00 7.39E+ 01 1.03E+ 01 3.74E+ 01 1.89E+ 01

F9
Mean 8.88E− 16 7.40E− 17 3.86E− 02 1.60E+ 01 1.15E+ 00
Std 0.00E + 00 6.42E+ 00 2.11E− 01 6.18E+ 00 7.87E− 01

F10
Mean 0.00E + 00 0.00E + 00 5.50E− 03 5.03E− 02 5.74E− 01
Std 0.00E + 00 0.00E + 00 7.39E− 03 1.74E− 01 1.12E− 01

F11
Mean 2.90E− 03 5.52E− 01 1.05E− 2 1.26E+ 00 1.27E+ 00
Std 4.00E− 03 8.40E+ 00 2.06E− 2 1.83E+ 00 1.02E+ 00

F12
Mean 2.15E− 02 6.05E− 02 4.03E− 01 7.24E− 01 6.60E− 02
Std 3.72E− 02 7.43E− 01 5.39E− 01 1.48E+ 00 4.33E− 02
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Figure 5: Continued.
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and local oscillation modes with coordinated and uncoor-
dinated controller designs, respectively. ,e suggested
approach’s simultaneous design of the PSS and SVC damping

controller considerably enhances the stability performance of
the example power system, and low-frequency oscillations are
well damped out, as seen in these figures.
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Figure 5: Comparison of convergence curves of ARSO and selected algorithms for F1–F12.
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Table 7: Eigenvalues for designed PSSs by ARSO and RSO.

LFO Frequency
Without PSSs 0.04439± 4.0310 0.641
Coordinated with RSO −0.948± 4.385 0.697
Coordinated with ARSO −1.597± 6.021 0.992

Table 5: System operating conditions.

Generator
Case 1 Case 2

P (p.u) Q (p.u) P (p.u) Q (p.u)
G1 0.7778 0.2056 0.5556 0.2056
G2 0.5556 0.2611 0.5556 0.2611
G3 0.8020 0.0697 1.3739 0.1502
G4 0.8889 0.2244 0.5556 0.2244

Table 6: Results obtained by ARSO and RSO.

Algorithm K T1 T2 T3 T4

Coordinated with RSO
PSS1 30.45 0.267 0.973 0.021 0.176
PSS2 28.46 0.1893 0.752 0.854 1.249
SVC 24.94 0.1232 0.0745 0.523 0.143

Coordinated with ARSO
PSS1 24.06 0.854 0.432 0.283 1.374
PSS2 15.03 0.56 0.0287 0.0547 0.866
SVC 47.93 0.034 0.23 0.0582 0.0923
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Figure 7: Interarea and local mode of oscillations for case 1.
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7. Conclusions

An adaptive optimization algorithm based on a rat swarm
optimizer (RSO), namely, adaptive rat swarm optimization
(ARSO), has been introduced for coordinated tuning of PSS-
and SVC-based controllers in power systems. In the pro-
posed method, instead of a random initial population, the
algorithm starts the search process with fitter solutions using
the concept of the opposite number. In addition, in each
iteration of the optimization, the new algorithm replaces the
worst solution with its opposite or a random part of the best
solution to avoid getting trapped in local optima and in-
crease the global search ability of the algorithm. As per the
results and findings, ARSO has demonstrated strongly
competitive results for most of the benchmark functions and
outperforms the standard RSO and also other algorithms in
a statistically significant manner. ,e new ARSO algorithm
has been successfully applied for tuning of PSS- and SVC-
based controllers. According to the numerical experiment,
the ARSO algorithm outperforms the other methods and
could provide better damping of power system oscillation.

Appendix

A Dynamic Model

,e dynamics of each synchronous machine is given by [60]
_δi � ωb ωi − 1( ,

_ωi �
1

Mi

Pmi − Pei − Di ωi − 1( ( ,

Eqi
′
·

�
1

Tdoi
′

Efdi − _xdi − xdi
′( idi − Eqi

′ ,

Efi
′
·

�
1

TAi

�
KAi vrefi − vi + ui  − Efdi ,

Tei � Eqi
′ iqi xqi − xdi

′ idiiqi.

(A.1)
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